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Abstract

Shared memory multiprocessor systems need e�cient dynamic storage allocators� both for system
purposes and to support parallel programs� Memory managers are often based on the buddy system�
which provides fast allocation and release� Previous parallel buddy memory managers made no at�
tempt to coordinate the allocation� splitting and release of blocks� and as a result needlessly fragment
memory� We a present fast� and simple parallel buddy memory manager that is also as space e�cient
as a serial buddy memory manager� We test our algorithms using memory allocation�deallocation
traces collected from a parallel sparse matrix algorithm�

Keywords� Memory management� Concurrent data structure� Buddy system� Parallel

algorithm�

� Introduction

A memory manager accepts two kinds of operations� requests to allocate and requests to release blocks of

memory� which may be of an arbitrary size� For example� the UNIX system calls malloc�� and free��

are requests to a memory manager� A concurrent memory manager handles requests for shared memory

in a multiprogrammed uniprocessor� a shared memory multiprocessor� or a distributed shared virtual

memory environment� In order to be correct� a concurrent memory manager should correctly allocate

and release memory�merge adjacent free blocks� and allocate a block of memory in response to an allocate

request if a su�ciently large block is available and isn�t claimed by another allocate request� A simple

concurrent memory manager might consist of a serial memory manager placed in a critical section� While

this algorithm would be su�cient for a multiprogrammed uniprocessor� it can create a serial bottleneck

in a parallel processor� Example applications of parallel memory managers are parallel sparse matrix

factorization algorithms ��� 	
� and bu�ers for message passing in clustered parallel computers��
�





Most heap memory management algorithms use one of two main methods� free lists and buddy

systems� In a free list algorithm ��
� the free blocks are linked together in a list� ordered by starting

address� Several parallel free list algorithms have been proposed ��� � �� �
� Free list algorithms are

much slower than buddy algorithms� which are the subject of this paper� Another concurrent memory

manager �
 has been proposed� based on the fast �ts memory manager �	� �
� The fast �ts data

structure is a free list linked into a tree� which allows fast allocate and release operations� Fast �ts is

slower but more space e�cient than buddy algorithms� and are faster but less space e�cient than free

list algorithms�

Gottlieb and Wilson developed concurrent buddy systems that use fetch�and�add to coordinate pro�

cessors� Their �rst algorithm ��� �
 considers a buddy system to be organized as a tree� A count of

the number of blocks of each size that are contained in subtree rooted at a node is stored at each node�

Concurrent allocators use this information to navigate the tree� Their second algorithm ��� �
 is a

concurrent version of the commonly described buddy algorithm� In both of these buddy algorithms� an

allocate operation performs a split every time it fails to allocate a block� even if the allocate operation

can be satis�ed by a block that will be returned by a previously issued split� As a result� memory is

needlessly fragmented� In addition� the algorithms can fail to combine neighboring buddies�

In this paper� we present a memory e�cient parallel buddy memory manager� We achieve this

e�ciency by coordinating the allocate� release and split operations so that large block are split into

small blocks only when necessary� In addition� our algorithms combine all unallocated buddies� Because

the memory manager is based on the buddy system� it will execute quickly� We test our algorithms

by simulating them with a trace�driven simulator� and running the simulator with traces collected from

several sparse matrix factorization algorithms�

� Serial Buddy Memory Manager

We use a binary buddy system ��� �
 to create a parallel memorymanager� In a buddy system� memory

blocks are available only as one of several �xed sizes� Each memory block has a buddy� with which it

can combine and form a larger size block� The available sizes are determined by the choice of buddies�

A popular buddy system is the binary buddy system� in which a block and its buddy are the same

size� When the buddies combine� they form a buddy of the next higher size� so that the size of binary
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buddy blocks is c�i� where size of the smallest allocatable block is c �usually a power of ��� Figure 

shows an example binary buddy system� Another common system is the Fibonacci buddy system� in

which block sizes satisfy Fn � Fn���Fn�k��� A Fibonacci buddy system o�ers more block sizes than a

binary buddy system� and so has the potential for less internal fragmentation� but can cause additional

external fragmentation since many uselessly small blocks are created� We describe a parallel binary

buddy algorithm in this paper� parallel Fibonaci buddy algorithms can be written in a similar manner�

Each block in a buddy system� allocated or unallocated� keeps a small amount of information� All

blocks must store a �ag indicating whether or not the block is free� and also the logarithm of the size of

the block �both can �t into a single word�� Free blocks also contain two pointers to maintain a doubly

linked list� The buddy system maintains a free list for each block size� We number the lists by the

logarithm of their size� so that list i contains blocks of size c�i� We will call the size c�i blocks level i

blocks� and call the free list that contains them the level i list� Figure � shows the data structure that

holds the buddy system shown in Figure �

When a process needs a block of memory of size M � it asks the buddy allocate procedure to give it

a block from list i� where i is the smallest integer such that c�i � M � The allocate procedure tries to

satisfy the request by allocating the block at the head of the level i free list� if possible� If there is a

block on the free list� the allocate procedure is �nished� If no block is available the allocate procedure

must split a level i �  block� A split is accomplished by allocating a block from list i � � giving half

of the block to the requesting process� and putting the other half of the block on the level i free list� If

there are no blocks on the level i �  free list� the algorithm is applied recursively�

When a process deallocates a memory block� it calls the release procedure with the address of the

block� The release procedure reads the size of the block and picks the corresponding free list� i� The

release procedure �rst checks if the released block�s buddy is free� and of the correct size �i�e� on list i��

The address of a block�s buddy can be calculated from the block�s size and starting address ��� �
� The

release procedure can determine whether the buddy is free and of the same size by examining �rst word

of the buddy block� which contains the free�allocated bit and the size of the buddy� so the level i free list

doesn�t need to be searched� If the buddy is free and can be combined with the released block� the release

procedure removes the buddy from the size i free list� combines the blocks� and releases the combined

block to the level i �  free list� If the the buddy of the combined block is available� the algorithm is
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applied recursively� Otherwise� the deallocated block is put on the head of the ith free list�

A buddy system is usually described as managing a block of memory whose total size is the largest

possible buddy block �of size c�m�� In this case� the free lists in the buddy system are all initially empty�

except for the mth list� which contains a single block� A buddy system can be initialized so that a block

which is an arbitrary multiple of c is managed� To initialize a buddy system of size cN � put a c�i size

block of memory on the ith free list if and only if the ith bit in log
�
N is one� An initial binary buddy

system that manages 		 blocks is shown in Figure �� We will use this method to determine the minimum

amount of memory needed to successfully complete a trace�

Since the free blocks are maintained in a doubly linked list� allocate and release operations on a

particular free list take only a few steps� An allocate or release on the level i free list might require a

corresponding operation on the level i� free list� but a request to allocate or release a block of memory

will require at most O�log�M �� such operations where M is the size of the managed memory� Most

requests require only a few operations� and �nish quickly�

� The Parallel Buddy Memory Manager

In order to parallelize the buddy memory manager� �rst observe that two di�erent free lists can be ma�

nipulated independently� because the allocate and release operations on the level i free list are concerned

only with blocks the corresponding size� An allocate or a release on the level i free list might cause the

corresponding operation on the level i �  free list� but the operation on the level i �  free list can be

performed in parallel with further operations on the level i free list� So� all free lists in the system can

be used in parallel�

Suppose that a process� P� requests a block from the level i free list� If the list is empty� the process

will split a level i �  block� which will make � level i blocks available� Suppose that another process�

Q� requests a block from the level i free list while P�s split is being processed� Even though the list is

empty� Q doesn�t need to split a level i �  block� because P�s currently executing split operation will

soon provide the needed block� Instead� Q should wait for P�s split operation to give it the block which

would otherwise be put on the level i free list�

Suppose that while P�s split is being processed and Q is waiting� another process� R� releases a block

of memory onto the level i list� If R can detect that an allocate request is waiting for the result of a

	



split operation� R can give the block directly to the waiting operation� waking up the waiting allocate

operation early� So� R can satisfy Q�s request immediately� Suppose that another release operation� S�

arrives� The process P is still waiting for the result of its split� If S puts its block on the free list and P

takes one of the blocks returned by the split� there will be two non�buddy blocks left on the free list� If

instead� P uses the block that S releases� the split operation will put both of its blocks on the free list�

where they will be promptly combined and put on the level i �  free list� reducing fragmentation�

These considerations show that the parallel buddy system will be more e�cient if we keep some infor�

mation about pending operations in the free lists and use it to make decisions in the current operations�

The data structure in our parallel buddy system is an array of free lists� Each free list contains the

following �elds in addition to those stored by the serial algorithm�

� Nrequested� The number of blocks that have been requested �via to requests to split larger blocks�

�� Nqueued� The number of unful�lled requests for memory blocks of size i�

�� Queue� A queue of blocked allocate requests�

	� Lock� A structure that allows the free list to be locked�

The three procedures in the parallel buddy algorithm� allocate� release� and split are listed in

the appendix� The allocate procedure begins by locking the indicated free list to prevent interference

from other processes� If a block is available� the allocate procedure simply returns the block at the head

of the list� If the list is empty� the process adds itself to the waiting queue so that it can receive blocks

from release and split operations� and increments the number of waiting allocate operations� If there are

now more operations waiting for blocks that have been requested by issuing split operations� the allocate

operation must issue a split operation� The allocate operation increments the number of requested blocks

by two� since one split provides two blocks�

The release operation also begins by locking the free list� If there are waiting allocate operations� the

release operation wakes up one of the allocate operations and gives it the block that is being released�

Otherwise� the release operation performs the usual operations� The split operation �rst calls the allocate

procedure to obtain a level i block� This block is then broken into two level i �  blocks� The split

procedure locks the level i �  free list in order to give the blocks to the level i �  list� Since the split

procedure is satisfying the request for two blocks� it decrements the number of requested blocks by two�
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If there are at least two waiting allocates� the split procedure gives them the blocks� If there is only one

waiting allocate� the split operation wakes it up� and puts the other block on the free list� If there is no

waiting allocate �the requests having already been satis�ed�� the combined block is returned to the level

i free list�

The entries in the wait queue need to indicate how to wake up the waiting process� and how to tell

the waiting process which block of memory it has been allocated� We assume that each process has a

record that can be attached to the wait queue� A process will enter the �sleep� state after it releases the

lock on free list� so that a release or split procedure can wake up the process before it sleeps� Mechanisms

for achieving this synchronization must be able to handle this possibility� One option for synchronizing

the sleeping allocate operations is by the use of semaphores� Semaphores are likely to require too much

overhead for such short waiting periods� so we provide a more e�cient method� The entries in the wait

queue contain two records� a variable for the waiting processor to spin�wait on� and a space for a pointer

to a block of memory� When an allocate operation must wait� it sets the spin variable and puts the

entry on the queue� In order to sleep� it spins on the synchronization variable until the variable is

reset� When a release or split procedure wakes up the waiting process� it �rst makes the pointer in the

queue entry point to the released block� and then resets the synchronization variable� When the waiting

process breaks out of the spin lock� it uses the block of memory pointed to by the queue entry� Note

that a process that makes an allocate request might wait in several queues� due to recursive split calls�

Therefore� each process needs enough queue entries to put itself on the queue at every free list� This isn�t

a di�cult requirement� though� because each entry is small� and only a logarithmic number of entries are

needed� Note also that� since we didn�t specify a �FIFO� ordering on the wait queue� a process might be

required to wait for a block on level i after it performs a split operation on level i� � This can occur if

other waiting allocate requests that arrived later have a higher priority� due to real�time constraints for

example�

��� Handling Out�of�Memory Conditions

If a process attempts to allocate a block from the highest free list� but the list is empty� then the buddy

system is out of memory and can�t satisfy some allocate requests� How many requests should be denied

isn�t immediately clear� since a split operation fetches blocks for up to two allocate requests� Not every

allocate request should be denied� though� since unrelated requests for small blocks might be able to
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proceed� We need a method for informing all but only those requests a�ected by the out�of�memory

condition�

Denying the minimum number of allocate requests is di�cult due to the asynchronous nature of the

algorithm� since denied split requests might overtake successful split requests� However� we can bound

the number of requests that are denied by a simple modi�cation to the algorithm listed in the appendix�

If a level i allocate procedure determines that its request is denied� it returns an error code to the calling

procedure� If the calling procedure is a user procedure� the user can decide what actions to take �possibly

asking for the block of memory again�� If the calling procedure is the split procedure� then up to two

level i�  requests must be denied� If the level i�  wait queue is empty� then the split procedure stops�

Otherwise� up to two entries are removed from the wait queue� and the waiting processes are informed

of the denied request by setting the block pointer to a null location� If any of the denied requests are

split operations� the process continues recursively�

� Trace�driven Simulations

In order to test the space e�ciency of our algorithms� we wrote a trace�driven simulator� We gathered the

traces from a sparse matrix factorization algorithm � an important application that requires signi�cant

memory management support� The traces consist of the time of the allocation request� the size of the

request� and the length of time that the request block is held �possibly forever�� The simulator uses this

information to schedule the allocate and release requests� The expected time to perform each separate

allocate� release� or split operation is parameterizable and is modeled in the simulator as an exponential

distribution�

��� Trace Collection

The LU factorization of a sparse matrix forms an important kernel of many problems in scienti�c com�

puting� A sparse matrix can be informally de�ned as a matrix with enough zero entries so that signi�cant

gains in computing time and storage can be achieved by taking advantage of those entries� One common

data structure stores a matrix as a set of compressed sparse vectors� one for each row and�or column of

the matrix ��
� a compressed vector y� � � �nnz� holds the nnz nonzero values of a full vector x� � � �n��

and a corresponding integer index vector i� � � �nnz� holds the location of the nonzero entries of x� such

that y�k� � x�i�k��� A dynamic memory allocation mechanism is required is the calculation sequence is
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not known in advance� since the number of nonzeros in a row or column can change as the factorization

progresses� Parallel sparse matrix factorization algorithms� such as the D� algorithm� place an even

higher demand on this resource� as multiple processes compete for access to the memory manager ��
�

We use the D� algorithm as a test case for the parallel buddy memory manager� Its key feature is

a non�deterministic parallel pivot search that builds a set of independent pivots� of size m� say� which

when permuted to the diagonal form a diagonal m�by�m submatrix� Most of the numerical operations

associated with these pivots can be done in parallel� with a parallel rank�m sparse update to the remaining

active submatrix� This step can increase the number of nonzeros in rows and columns of the active

submatrix� After the numerical factorization with this pivot set� the pivot rows and columns are �xed

in size� and become the next m rows and columns of the U and L factors� respectively �with appropriate

scaling�� These two steps alternate until it is no longer pro�table to take advantage of sparsity� at which

point the active submatrix is copied from the sparse data structure into a newly�allocated dense matrix

that is just large enough to hold it� The compressed rows and columns are then released�

We generated traces from the D� algorithm for a set of matrices from the Harwell�Boeing sparse

matrix test collection ��
� These matrices come from a wide range of real problems in scienti�c computing�

The two matrices we use are gemat� an order 	��� matrix with ���� nonzeros� and gre���� an order

�� matrix with ���	 nonzeros� These matrices were factorized on an Alliant FX���� a shared memory

computer with � vector processors� A trace was generated for each matrix by recording the row or column

index� number of nonzero entries in the row or column� and a time stamp� whenever a row or column

was numerically modi�ed� The �nal entry in each trace is the single dense submatrix allocated when

switching to a dense matrix factorization code�

��� Results

Given the traces� we simulate a greater demand on the memory manager by increasing the time to

execute a single allocate� release� or split operation� We summarize our results in Table � For both

matrices� we run a simulation of a serial buddy algorithm to compare its space utilization against that

of the parallel algorithms�

We calculate the space utilization by running experiments to determine the smallest amount of

memory required to complete a trace� assuming that the smallest block size is four words� We then

compute the maximum amount of memory that is ever requested� and report the proportion of required
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matrix operation space number of allocate direct number of undone
time utilization allocates response time releases splits splits

gre��� serial ����� ���	
���� ����� ���	 ����� �� 	��� ��
����	 ����� ����� ��� ���� ��
����� ����� ������ ��	 ���� ��
���� ����� ���	�� ���� ��� ��
���� ���� ����	 ���� ���� 	�
����� �	��� ���� 	��� ��	� �	�

gemat serial ���	� ��
���� ���	� �� ������� ��	 ���� �
����	 ���	� ����� ���� ���� �
����� ����� ������ ��	� ���	 �
���� ����� ������ ��	 ���� �
���� ���	� ����	 ���� ��� �
����� ����� ��	 ��� ���� �

Table � Performance Results� Time units are normalized�

to requested memory as the space utilization� The column labeled �direct release� lists the number of

times that a release or a split operation satis�es a waiting allocate operation� The column labeled �undone

splits� lists the number of times a split operation �nds no waiting allocate operations� and returns the

memory block without breaking it� For comparison� we list the number of requests for memory� and

the total number of times a split operation is called� Finally� we list the time to complete an allocate

operation� to indicate the demand placed on the memory manager�

The experiments show that the parallel buddy algorithm has a memory e�ciency that is usually

about equal to that of the serial buddy algorithm� When too great a demand is placed on the memory

manager �indicated by a response time much greater than the operation time�� release operations can�t be

processed fast enough and the space utilization drops� As the parallel demand on the memory manager

increases� the number of times that waiting allocate operations are satis�ed by release or split operations

increases� As a result� the number of split operations remains about constant� so that the space utilization

also remains about constant� The number of undone splits also remains about constant because while

more waiting allocate operations are being satis�ed by release operations� more allocate operations are

also arriving while the split is being processed�
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� Conclusion

We have presented a fast� simple� and highly parallel memory manager� The parallel buddy algorithm

issues requests that larger blocks be split only when necessary� to minimize fragmentation� We test

our algorithm by running a trace�driven simulation with memory request traces collected from a sparse

matrix LU�factorization algorithm� The simulation results show that the parallel buddy algorithm has

the same memory e�ciency as the serial buddy algorithm�

The algorithm that we present is notable for being fast and highly parallel� and therefore is well

suited for time�critical systems applications� This algorithm will be used to allocate bu�ers for message

passing in a system in which shared memory processor clusters are connected by an ethernet ��
�

To continue this work� we plan on parallelizing buddy algorithms that have better memory e�ciency�

and comparing all available parallel memory managers in a performance study�
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allocate�i�f
dosplit�false

lock�freelist�i��





if �the free list is empty�f
�� no blocks� so wait until some are available ��

add self to freelist�i�	Queue

freelist�i�	Nqueued



if�freelist�i�	Nqueued�

freelist�i�	Nrequested�f
�� don�t ask for more than you need ��

dosplit � true

freelist�i�	Nrequested
��

g
unlock�freelist�i��

if�dosplit�

split�i
��

sleep

g
else f

get the block from the head of the free list
unlock�freelist�i��

g
g

release�iM�f
lock�freelist�i��

if�freelist�i�	Nqueued�i���� f
�� give to blocked request if possible ��

remove p from freelist�i�	Queue

freelist�i�	Nqueued�i�� �

unlock�freelist�i��

wake up P give it M

g
else f

if�M�s buddy is free� f �� coalesce ��

remove buddy from the free list

unlock�freelist�i��

combine M and buddy

release�i
�min�Mbuddy�

g
else f �� don�t combine ��

add M to the free list
unlock�freelist�i��

g
g

g

split�i�f
M�allocate�i�

split M into M and B

lock�freelist�i����

freelist�i���	Nrequested���

�



�� satisfying the request for � ��

if�freelist�i���	Nqueued��� f
remove P from freelist�i���	Queue

freelist�i���	Nqueued� �

remember to wake up P give it M

�� do it outside of locks ��

if�freelist�i���	Nqueued��� f
remove Q from freelist�i���	Queue

freelist�i���	Nqueued� �

remember to wake up Q give it B

g
else f

Navailable�i���



add B to the free list
g
unlock�freelist�i����

wake up remembered processes
g
else f

unlock�freelist�i����

release�icombine�MB��

g
g
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Figure � Tree representation of a binary buddy system
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Figure �� Data structure for a buddy system
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Figure �� Initial con�guration for a binary buddy system that stores 		 blocks
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